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ABSTRACT. In this text, an overview is presented of different kinds of formal models for OO that

have been proposed over the years. We discuss both concurrent and sequential models. Within the realm

of sequential models we make a distinction depending on whether the formalisms are based on lambda-

calculus or not.
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A survey on formal models for OO

ABSTRACT. In this text, an overview is presented of different kinds of formal models for OO that

have been proposed over the years. We discuss both concurrent and sequential models. Within the realm

of sequential models we make a distinction depending on whether the formalisms are based on lambda-

calculus or not.

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to provide a historic overview of the most important formal models for OO,

starting with the very first, and ending with models that are still in development. This might help us in

finding a way in the jungle of currently existing formalisms, and on deciding which model is the best

choice for modelling a particular language.

There is a simple reason for the abundance of formal models for the object-oriented programming

paradigm. Since OO lacks a simple model theoretical foundation for definition and discussion (unlike

functional languages that can rely on the λ-calculus as basic formalism), there have been many attempts

to fill this gap. This has lead to a multitude of different models for OO, concurrent as well as sequential.

The aim of this paper is to describe the current state of the art in all of these formalisms.

Most researchers in the area of object orientation acknowledge the need for formal models of OO:

"The development of concurrent object-based programming languages has suffered from the lack

of any generally accepted formal foundation for defining their semantics."

(Nierstrasz, 1992)

"Unlike functional programming, grounded in λ-calculus, or logic programming, grounded in

logic, object oriented programming lacks a simple model that we can use as a basis for definition

and discussion."

(Grogono & Gargul, 1994)

"The arguments over what is fundamental in object-oriented programming have existed for as

long as the field. Which features - classes, prototypes, inheritance, delegation, message passing,

encapsulation, abstraction - are at the heart of object-oriented programming, and how these

things relate to one another, are not issues that will soon be resolved."

(Stein et. al., 1993)

A theoretical foundation for OO might help us in deciding which aspects are essential to OO and which

are not (e.g. is the notion of class essential, or can it be modelled using more primitive concepts?). It

could also be used to give a formal semantics to concepts that are more or less understood, but have no
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generally accepted definition (e.g. What is an object? Should it incorporate state? Should it contain

private methods?). A common framework is also useful for relating different approaches towards OO (e.g.

class-based vs. object-based, delegation vs. inheritance, encapsulated inheritance vs. non-encapsulated

inheritance). By expressing various object-oriented programming languages in the same formalism, one

could compare their shortcomings and virtues, and eventually develop new languages with a more simple

and orthogonal design, but with the same expressivity as currently available languages. Finally, formal

methods could be used to establish properties of OOPLs to find more efficient compilation techniques.

The lay-out of the text is as follows. First of all, a distinction is made between concurrent and sequential

models for OO. The non-concurrent ones can be divided into calculi that are extensions of λ-calculus and

models that are not based on λ-calculus. In each of the cases, we give a brief discussion of the relations

between the various approaches.

2. Concurrent OO-models

First we will investigate the realm of concurrent OO-formalisms. After having described the most salient

features of each of the possible approaches found in literature, we will argue which of those models are

most interesting from an object-oriented point of view.

Observe that developers of concurrent OO-calculi have totally different objectives than developers of

sequential ones. While concurrent calculi focus on aspects like concurrency, distribution, persistence,

object-identity and active objects, non-concurrent calculi emphasise aspects like encapsulation,

inheritance, incremental modification and classes.

2.1. Actor Systems

One of the earliest attempts to provide semantic foundations for concurrent object-oriented languages was

definitively the actor model (Clinger, 1981). Actor systems can be regarded as a model for object-based

programming, because they support a notion of objects (actors), messages and message sending.

The model is based on asynchronous message passing, and was developed by Gul Agha (1986) and Carl

Hewitt (1977) at the MIT (Agha & Hewitt, 1985). Asynchronicity means that when an actor sends a

message to another actor, it does not have to wait for an answer, but can immediately proceed to process

another message. For this reason, actor systems are a computational model suited for describing the

execution of programs on massively parallel computer systems.

2.2. Process Calculi

In process calculi, objects are viewed as "patterns" of agents that obey the higher-level protocols

established by the programming language. Of course, one would like the primitives of the process
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calculus to be as natural as possible for modelling the concepts of the programming language. In contrast

with actor systems, process calculi are based on "synchronous" message passing. Process calculi are very

important, since most of the currently existing models for concurrent OO make use of its underlying

principles. Below we will give an overview of the most important process calculi, and their significance

to concurrent OO.

2.2.1. CSP

One of the first and best known works on process calculi is Hoare's model of Communicating Sequential

Processes (1978, 1985). There have been attempts to use this model as a foundation for object-oriented

programming. For example, Hailpern & Nguyen (1987) have proposed a model for object-based

inheritance in which the objects behave like communicating processes, but with a different message

passing mechanism. This model leads to a formal semantics for both objects and inheritance.

2.2.2. CCS

Robin Milner (1980, 1989) proposed a calculus for concurrent systems which is now publicly known as

CCS. Initially there were some difficulties to see how full mobility among processes could be handled

algebraically. A first solution to this was proposed by Engberg & Nielsen (1986). They added mobility to

CCS while preserving its algebraic properties. An alternative way to achieve mobility is by following

the higher-order approach where processes can be transmitted as messages (Thomsen, 1990). Yet another

approach is proposed by Boudol (1989) who tried to integrate CCS into a lambda-calculus framework.

2.2.3. Process algebras

Process algebras (Baeten & Weijland, 1990) are an attempt to unify the virtues of CSP and CCS into a

common framework. Matthew Hennessy (1988) proposes a semantic theory of process algebras, and a

logical proof system for reasoning about them. It is shown that this system is sound and complete. The

proof system relies heavily on abstract algebra.

2.2.3. π-calculus

The π-calculus is presented in (Milner et. al., 1992) and Milner's Turing award lecture (1993a) as an

extension of CCS. It is a natural consequence of the work by Engberg and Nielsen (1986), and is

sufficiently expressive to describe concurrent systems in which the topology of communication may

evolve dynamically.

The π-calculus gains simplicity by removing all distinction between variables and constants. It focuses

solely upon the notion of naming, a concept indispensable for concurrent communication:

communication links are identified by names, and computation is represented as the communication of
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names across links. The calculus introduces a notion of migration which facilitates the creation and

visibility of names analogously to the substitution and conversion rules of the λ-calculus.

Because naming is essential to object-oriented programming as well, the π-calculus can be used to

express the formal semantics of simple object-oriented languages (Walker, 1990), since agents are in fact

objects with an independent identity. However, this work does not capture essential features of OO such

as inheritance and subtyping. A typed higher-order programming language based on the π-calculus

extended with values, typing, higher-order programming, results and objects is presented by Pierce, Remy

& Turner (1993).

Milner (1993b) also proposed an extension of the original π-calculus in which the atomic units of

communication are finite tuples of names instead of single names. A higher-order variant of the π-

calculus in which not only labels but also processes may be communicated is presented by Sangiorgi in

his Ph.D.-thesis (1992). Its theoretical foundations are explored by translating it into the π-calculus.

Pierce & Sangiorgi (1993) extend Milner's calculus by distinguishing between the ability to read from a

channel, the ability to write to a channel, and the ability to both read and write. This refinement gives

rise to a natural subtype relation similar to those studied in typed λ-calculi.

2.3. Action Structures

Action structures were introduced by Milner (1992) as an algebraic framework for studying various

notions of concurrent interactive behaviour, in the hope of yielding some taxonomy for these notions,

and some uniformity in their representation. Its full importance with respect to OO aspects is however

not yet quite understood.

Milner (1993c) shows how a subset of the π-calculus (without guarding and replication) can be treated in

this uniform theory. When we work in the framework of action calculi (a subclass of action structures), it

is even possible to describe the full π-calculus (Milner, 1993d). A graphical form of this action calculus

is described in (Milner, 1994) under the name of so-called π-nets.

2.4. OC: An Object Calculus

Oscar Nierstrasz (1992, 1993) has also proposed a calculus designed to provide a formal semantics of

concurrent object-based programming languages. This calculus is called OC (Object Calculus), and is

based on process calculi too. OC integrates the concept of agents present in process calculi with that of

functions present in lambda-calculi. Hence OC can be seen as a unification of the π- and λ-calculus. The

object calculus tries to capture the following three fundamental aspects of concurrent object-oriented

languages: encapsulation, active objects and composition.
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2.5. Discussion

In this section I will give a discussion on all of the models mentioned above. A schematic overview of

the available concurrent OO-models and their relations is depicted in figure 1.

Actors CCS π-calculusCSP

Action
Calculi

OC

Process
Algebra

Action
Structures

Process calculi

Figure 1: An overview of concurrent OO-models

It is clear that process calculi are very suited for describing OO-languages, since almost all of the models

described in this section or based on some or other process calculus model. Even the asynchronous actor

model can be formally represented in the form of a process calculus, as shown by Honda & Tokoro

(1991).

Although the CSP and CCS model are interesting from a historical point of view, the π-calculus (which

is a direct extension of CCS) offers more perspectives from an object-oriented point of view, as shown by

Walker (1990) who used the π-calculus to express the formal semantics of simple object-oriented

programming languages (without inheritance or subtyping). Some extensions of the π-calculus that

include subtyping have beem proposed.

The π-calculus itself forms the basis of two further extensions. First of all we have Nierstrasz' Object

Calculus OC that was also introduced to provide formal semantics of concurrent object-based

programming languages, and is shown to capture OO aspects like encapsulation, active objects and

composition. Secondly, we can distinguish action structures, which are important from a theoretical point

of view, since they can be considered as the most general framework that comprises most of the others.

3. Sequential OO-models

A lot of authors share the opinion that it is more useful first to take a look at non-concurrent models for

OO, because this domain already contains enough problems. Once such a formalism can be built in a

satisfactory way, one can try to investigate whether concurrency aspects can be integrated into this model.
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In the world of sequential foundations for OO, we can distinguish the models depending on whether they

are extensions of λ-calculus or not.

3.1. Extensions of λ-calculus

Because originally lambda-calculus was the only important formal computational model, there have been

several attempts to extend lambda-calculus to incorporate object-oriented features as well. An elaborate

explanation of various extensions of the λ-calculus (starting from untyped λ-calculus, and ending with

system Fω≤  of polymorphic typed λ-calculus with kinds, subtyping, existential quantification, records and

recursive types) has been given by Mens (1994a). An overview of the most important object-oriented

extensions of lambda-calculus is presented below, followed by a concluding section about their

interrelations.

3.1.1. λ-calculus with records

Luca Cardelli (1988) extended λ-calculus with records including subtyping in order to give a formal

semantics to multiple inheritance. Cardelli & Mitchell (1991) developed a calculus of record operations,

allowing records to be extended or truncated by functions. This provided a formal treatment of certain

object-oriented capabilities in a statically typed functional framework. This work was extended with

subtyping by Cardelli (1994).

A similar approach was followed by Michael Wand (1991) who also proposes a lambda calculus with

records, including a record concatenation operator. He shows that the type inference problem is decidable

in this calculus. Moreover it is demonstrated how a simple model of object-oriented programming,

including hidden instance variables and multiple inheritance, may be coded in this calculus. In contrast to

(Cardelli, 1988), his model can deal with records of indefinite width.

3.1.2. λ&-calculus

Castagna, Ghelli & Longo (1994) introduced λ&-calculus as a kernel functional language to study some

features of object-orientedness such as subtyping, class-based inheritance, multiple inheritance and

message passing. This calculus is a simple extension of typed λ -calculus. Just like in λ -calculus,

messages are treated as functions, and message sending is basically function application. The practical use

of λ&-calculus is illustrated by Castagna (1993b) who developed a meta-language to prove properties of a

typed object-oriented language.

A distinctive feature of l&-calculus is that functions can be overloaded by adding different "pieces of

code". The piece of code to execute when the function is applied, depends on the type of the argument. In

this way, we obtain a kind of multi-methods approach, similar to the CLOS-language. More specifically,

a λ&-function has many branches, each corresponding to a method in an object-oriented language.
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Function application chooses a branch depending on the (dynamic) class of the argument objects, yielding

a notion of dynamic binding. The class of a generic function is the set of classes of the branches that

constitute it. To ensure that there is always a "best fitting" branch for a particular invocation, there are

some (intuitively acceptable) restrictions on the methods that can be combined in a generic function.

3.1.3. Calculus of constructions

Yet another extension of the λ-calculus includes the possibility to build type constructors (i.e. types

dependent on other types), or even dependent types (types dependent on terms). In such systems, the usual

distinction between types and values, and between type checking and computation, becomes blurred. The

most complex system including all of these features is Coquand and Huet's calculus of constructions

(1988), a higher-order typed functional calculus. Luo (1989) extended this calculus to the Extended

Calculus of Constructions (ECC) by adding to the theory an infinite, fully cumulative type hierarchy and

also so-called strong sums.

3.1.4. System F

An extension often used together with records (although records are not really essential), is to allow λ-

expressions to be parametrised by their type. This is called the second order λ -calculus, or the

polymorphic Girard-Reynolds λ-calculus, also referred to as system F (Reynolds, 1990). It allows

abstraction on types (terms dependent on types). In this way we can deal with polymorphic functions.

3.1.5. System F≤: bounded quantification

System F has been developed further into systems F≤ with bounded polymorphism (also called bounded

quantification) by Cardelli et. al. (1985, 1994). The type parameter of a second order expression is not

allowed to range over the universe of all types, but only over a restricted subset of types. This is a natural

extension of type system F, allowing us to reason about polymorphic functions in the context of

subtyping.

Initially there were some problems with bounded (universal) quantification, as pointed out by Pierce

(1991a), who showed that bounded quantification lacked the important syntactic property of decidability.

Katiyar et. al. (1992) give a partial solution to that problem by showing that the subtyping problem is

decidable over a fairly restricted subset. An even better solution is presented by Castagna & Pierce (1994)

by means of the so-called "decidable" bounded quantification. The model proposed there has a natural

semantic interpretation, enjoys a number of important properties that fail in F≤, and includes all of the

programming examples for which F≤ has been used in practice.

Castagna (1993a) has extended F≤ to F&
≤ , by adding functions that dispatch on different terms according to

the type they receive as argument. In other words, the explicit parametric polymorphism of F≤ is enriched
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by an explicit multi-methods like "ad hoc" polymorphism. In this respect, system F&
≤  can be seen as the

unification of F≤ and λ&-calculus.

Finally, in (Katiyar et. al., 1994) a system based on bounded universal and existential quantification is

used to provide a framework for a prototyping language, RAPIDE, which supports the OOP and ADT

styles of programming. Bounded existential quantification may be understood as both hiding a type and at

the same time stating requirements on of what form the hidden type should be.

3.1.6. F-bounded quantification

A disadvantage of the previous model is that bounded polymorphism fails to provide adequate typings for

object-oriented systems, because it cannot handle recursive types. A partial answer to that problem has

been proposed  by Canning et. al. (1989) under the name F-bounded quantification, a specialised form of

second-order quantification. According to Katiyar (1992), F-bounded quantification is an improvement

over bounded quantification with respect to recursive type definitions and subtyping. An alternative

approach to solve the problems related to recursion is proposed by Mitchell et. al. (1993), by defining

type systems that directly include recursive types.

F-bounded quantification contains a form of polymorphism appropriate to the task of defining functions

that operate uniformly on objects of various classes. Moreover, the type variable introduced by a

quantifier may appear free in its bound. The model provides a basis for typed polymorphic functions in

object-oriented languages. For example, Bruce & Mitchell (1992) have developed a semantic model that

encompasses all type phenomena currently used to model OO concepts by record calculi. More

specifically, their paper synthesises and unifies several techniques for constructing semantic models for

languages with subtyping, recursive types, and polymorphism (such as F-bounded polymorphism).

A last interesting point to notice about F-bounded quantification is that it has already been used by Bruce

(1993) to construct a useful (you can actually program in it) object-oriented language (called TOOPL),

complete with denotational semantics. Together with Robert van Gent (1993), this work has been

extended into TOIL: a Type-safe Object-oriented Imperative Language (Bruce & van Gent, 1993). In

TOIL, methods in a subtype can have any subtype of the corresponding method of the supertype. TOIL

can be type-checked in a modular fashion, and inherited methods are type-safe.

3.1.7. System Fω

A direct extension of system F is system Fω. The difference with F is that in Fω higher-order connectives

are allowed, i.e. it is possible to build type-constructors (just like in the calculus of constructions) and

quantification over such type-constructors is allowed. System Fω was first proposed by Girard (1972).
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3.1.8. System Fω
≤

One of the most general object-oriented extensions of λ-calculus is system Fω
≤  that describes a higher-

order polymorphic lambda-calculus with subtyping. Fω
≤  can either be considered as an extension of F≤

with higher-order connectives, or as an extension of Fω with subtyping.

There are several models for OO based on Fω
≤ . A first one was presented by Mitchell (1990). Another one

is proposed by Pierce & Turner (1994), where system Fω
≤  with records, existential quantification and

recursive types is used as a simple calculus to model encapsulation (via type abstraction), message

passing, subtyping and class-based inheritance. Pierce (1993a) uses the same model for the construction

of a delegation-based language with encapsulation of object states with their methods by existential types.

Steffen & Pierce (1994) have developed a fundamental metatheory for Fω
≤ .

Hofmann & Pierce (1993) present an abstract framework unifying both encodings of objects based on

recursive record types (Cardelli, 1994) and encodings based on existential types (Pierce & Turner, 1994).

It can be used to give a type-theoretic characterisation of some basic mechanisms of object-oriented

programming: objects, methods, message passing, subtyping and encapsulation (via procedural

abstraction). Note that this model doesn't handle inheritance. However, it can be shown that, once the

fundamental mechanisms of encapsulation and subtyping are accounted for and their interaction is

properly handled, inheritance arises as a programming idiom completely within the resulting type theory,

in a way similar to (Pierce & Turner, 1994).

3.1.9. Intersection types

Intersection types make it possible to state that a variable has a finite number of types at the same time.

The information expressed by an intersection type is necessarily stronger than any member type of the

intersection. The use of intersection types provides a direct basis for subtyping and polymorphism, by

using the ordering of types induced by the various intersection types.

Benjamin Pierce (1991b, 1993b) tried to integrate the notion of intersection types in the system F≤ of

bounded polymorphism. He goes even one step further, by also looking at the dual notion of intersection

types, namely union types (1991b, 1991c). They allow a restricted form of abstract interpretation to be

performed during type-checking.

Compagnoni & Pierce (1993) look at multiple inheritance via intersection types in system Fω.

Compagnoni (1994) shows that subtyping in this extension of Fω is decidable. A direct consequence of

this result is that subtyping in Fω
≤  is decidable too.
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Knowing that intersection types can be integrated in both system F≤ and Fω, one could conclude a

similar result for system Fω
≤ . However, adding intersection types to Fω

≤  is not immediate since

intersection types have their associated reduction rules which interfere non-trivially in the process of

subtyping.

All the models grounded in system F are based on Church typing. This means that types are provided by

the programmer, and the role of the type system is mainly to do type-checking. In other words, terms

always have to be written together with their type. There is however another possible approach, called

Curry typing, where type information is automatically extracted from the terms of the languages.

Consequently, programmers do not need to explicitly give the type of a certain expression, because the

type can be implicitly deduced using a type inference algorithm, embodying a system of inference rules.

An example of this alternative approach is the so-called "Curry System with Intersection Types" (Cardone

& Coppo, 1990). Another extension of the basic Curry system is described in the same paper, by

introducing recursive types, which produce a notation for recursive equations over types.

3.1.10. λN |
&-calculus: lambda-calculus with names, combinations and alternations

The λN |
&-calculus was proposed by Dami (1994) in his Ph.D.-thesis as a formal foundation for modelling

object-oriented constructs. The main features of the calculus are: interaction by names, unification of

types and values, and operators for combinations and alternations of terms. A large range of object-

oriented features such as inheritance, self reference, subtyping and encapsulation can be modelled in this

calculus.

In an early stadium, this calculus was called the HOP-calculus (Hierarchical Objects with Ports). Its

syntax and operational semantics are presented, together with numerous programming examples, in

(Dami, 1993). Later on, Laurent Dami showed that this calculus can be regarded as an extension of the

"de Bruijn λ-calculus" (de Bruijn, 1972) with names, combinations and alternations.

3.1.11. Conclusion

An overview of all possible extensions of lambda-calculus discussed in this paper is depicted in figure 2.

The most general ones are bounded by a thick shadowed rectangle.
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Figure 2: An overview of extensions of λ-calculus

First of all, we have system Fω
≤ , describing a higher-order polymorphic lambda-calculus with subtyping.

This can be used directly as a model for OO, allowing to deal with features like objects, methods,

encapsulation, message passing, subtyping, class-based inheritance, delegation, multiple inheritance etc.

To make the system decidable, we could add intersection types. An alternative approach towards

decidability is F-bounded quantification, but this is less general since it doesn't allow higher order

functions.

An alternative model is system F&
≤  , in which we can deal with subtyping and two kinds of

polymorphism, namely explicit parametric polymorphism and explicit "ad hoc" polymorphism. The

latter is especially useful in a multi-methods-like approach.

Despite the importance of all of these models, I agree with Nierstrasz (1993b) on the following criticism:

"While this view (the typed lambda-calculus approach) has the advantage of benefiting from a well-

developed body of literature that has a great deal to say of relevance to OOP about polymorphism and

subtyping, the fact that objects in real object-oriented languages change state is either ignored or dealt

with in an indirect way."

There are two other interesting approaches that are relatively different of the earlier described models (but

nevertheless suffer the same problems), namely the Extended Calculus of Constructions, and the λN |
&-
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calculus. Particularly the last one is interesting, since it can model all of the essential object-oriented

features, but can also handle functional examples in an equally straightforward way, thus more or less

unifying the functional and object-oriented framework.

3.2. Sequential models not based on λ-calculus

A lot of work has been carried out in attempting to explain object-oriented programming by using higher-

order typed λ-calculus. These techniques are very powerful in their own right. However, according to

numerous authors models based on λ-calculus are not suited for constructing a formal foundation of OO,

since methods are essentially different from functions, and method execution is essentially different from

function application:

"... the standard techniques of semantics, based on higher order typed λ-calculus, are used to

explain object oriented programming ... but there remains a lingering suspicion that these

techniques, despite their power, somehow miss the point."

(Grogono & Gargul, 1994)

"We do not provide an operation to extract a method from an object as a function; such an

operation is incompatible with object subsumption in typed calculi. Methods are inseparable

from objects and cannot be recovered as functions."

(Abadi & Cardelli, 1994)

"Most of the current research on formal methods of OO consists of attempts to generalise

lambda-calculus. A lot of these models suffer from difficulties in expressing the essential features

of object-orientedness in a satisfying way."

(Mens et. al., 1994b)

Indeed, many problems with models based on λ-calculus arise because these models are too functional. In

an object-based model, functions should not be first class, since this compromises object-based

encapsulation. For the same reason, message passing should be the only control structure, not composed

out of more elementary building stones (such as method selection and function application). In other

words, message passing should be atomic.

Most formal models of OO that are not based on lambda-calculus, do however subsume the lambda-

calculus, since it is very easy to model functions in an object-oriented calculus, but not necessarily the

other way round.
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3.2.1. OPUS: an Object-oriented Programming calculUS

Mens et. al. (1994a, 1994b) have described a calculus for objects with delegation, encapsulation and

incremental modification. An early version of the calculus can be found in the PhD-thesis of Patrick

Steyaert (1994). The calculus is called OPUS - which is an acronym for Object-oriented Programming

calculUS - and is intended to be used as a formal foundation for modelling object-oriented concepts, and

for specifying and comparing object-oriented languages. OPUS models in a direct way crucial features of

OO such as objects, names, message passing, encapsulation, and incremental modification. It is relatively

easy to model booleans, numerals, inheritance, different kinds of recursion and self reference in the

calculus using only the basic constructs.

While the version described in (1994a) can only model a form of non-encapsulated inheritance, (1994b)

shows how to deal with encapsulated inheritance. Moreover the latter paper discusses how updatable

objects can be modelled via the incremental modification mechanism, since state is not directly supported

in OPUS. Similarly, argument-passing and self-references can be modelled using incremental

modification.

Although OPUS was developed totally independent of the λN |
&-calculus (Dami, 1994), there seem to be

some striking similarities. A superficial comparison of some connections and differences between both

approaches has been performed by Mens (1994b).

3.2.2. A theory of primitive objects

Martin Abadi and Luca Cardelli (1994a, 1994b) have also investigated an object calculus that is patently

object-oriented: it has built-in objects, methods with self, and the characteristic semantics of method

invocation and override. Moreover, the calculus is very simple, because it contains only four syntactic

forms (variables, objects, method invocation and method override). Nevertheless the calculus is very

expressive: it can encode the lambda-calculus, and it can express all kinds of object-oriented examples in a

direct way.

Just as objects subsume functions, the calculus subsumes the λ-calculus. The system does not support a

notion of state. However, the system does support shallow subtyping: an object of a subtype can have

more methods than objects of its supertype, but the types of the arguments and results of the common

methods must be identical. Encoding the calculus in a recognised λ-calculus in a way that preserves

subtyping remains an open problem.

Abadi & Cardelli (1994a) start with giving an untyped version of the calculus, with corresponding

semantics. Next, the calculus is extended by adding first-order type systems and an equational theory of

objects, and this extended calculus is powerful enough to encode the simply typed lambda-calculus with

fixpoints. Later on, object subtyping and recursively defined object types are introduced. The latter leads
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to some problems, but these are resolved by introducing a second-order type system in (1994b),

containing a Self quantifier. Also for this second-order calculus a semantics is given.

3.2.3. A graph semantics for object-oriented programming

Grogono & Gargul (1994) have presented a formal model for OO based on the notion of graphs. Vertices

of the graph represent objects, while edges represent links between the objects. The model proposed is

class-based, and includes features like object identity, local state and dynamic binding. It is shown how

this model can be used as semantics for object-oriented programming languages with state and recursion.

More details can be found in the technical report of Grogono (1994).

3.2.4. An ontological foundation for OO

An entirely different approach towards formal models for OO is suggested by Yair Wand (1989). He

proposes to deal with objects from an ontological standpoint. (Ontology is the branch of philosophy that

deals with modelling the existence of things in the world.) The proposed formalism supports features

such as encapsulation, independence, persistence and inheritance. However, the notions of methods and

message passing are not present in this approach, since these are considered to be implementation-oriented

constructs. Instead the conceptual-oriented notion of laws for capturing the dynamics of OO is advocated.

3.2.5. Comparison

The untyped sigma-calculus proposed by Abadi & Cardelli (1994a) contains a lot of similarities with the

OPUS-calculus (Mens et. al., 1994b). Although OPUS contains a lot of interesting ideas, the sigma-

calculus is definitively better from a typing point of view.

• In both calculi, an object is defined as a record of methods, and there is a notion of method invocation;

• Both models distinguish a special kind of methods: fields in sigma-calculus are methods that do not

perform self-references, constant methods in OPUS are methods that do not make use of their

implementation details and arguments;

• Both calculi do not include state as a primitive operation;

• In both models, objects can be specialised by other objects (object subsumption), via an incremental

modification mechanism in OPUS, or via method override in the sigma-calculus;

• Object-oriented concepts such as classes and inheritance are not explicitly present in both calculi, but

can be modelled using more primitive constructs.

The main differences are summarised below:

• In the sigma-calculus the emphasis lies on sound typing rules for objects, while typing is an issue that

is as yet not explored in OPUS;

• In OPUS there is a notion of encapsulation, while in the untyped calculus of Abadi and Cardelli only

simple objects (records) are allowed;
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• After creation, objects in sigma-calculus have a fixed length: objects cannot be extended with new

methods, only existing methods can be overridden. In OPUS, objects can always be extended with new

methods via the incremental modification operator.

• Although both calculi can deal with recursive objects via self-references, there is an important difference

between both approaches: in the sigma-calculus the notion of self is primitive in the syntax (by making a

difference between ordinary names and self-variables), thus making the examples easier, while in OPUS it

is shown how self-references can be simulated straightforwardly using incremental modification and

encapsulation.

Although the graph model of Grogono and Gargul (1994) is very interesting in its own right, it appears

to contain more differences than similarities with the two approaches described above:

• The model is class-based instead of object-based;

• State is introduced as a primitive concept in the graph model, making it possible to reason about

aspects like object identity, sharing and aliasing;

• Just like in the sigma-calculus, but in contrast to OPUS, there is no means to deal with encapsulation.
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